SBP Wrap Conversion Ring Sling Worksheet
Wrap Piece Buyer’s Information:
Name:
Email:
Order number (if applicable):
Shoulder style (pleated or Eesti):
Finished sling length:
Preferred shoulder:
Preferred hem orientation:

Pleated

Eesti

Wrap Piece Sender’s Information:
Name:
Email:

Cutting instructions for wrap piece sender:
SBP wrap conversion slings are measured from the center of the taper, as per the diagram below:

When cutting a wrap for a sling piece, remember the following:
1. The length that you will cut (measured from the center of the taper) is the sling length stated
above, plus 3” for standard pleats or 6” for Eesti shoulder. If the wrap has not been washed,
please also add at least 4” to account for shrinkage when the sling is washed.
2. Please cut a straight line across the width of the sling. Directions for making a clean cut are
available here: http://sleepingbaby.net/wrapcut.php
3. If you have already cut a taper in the wrap to make a shorty, please do not measure the ring
sling piece along the tapered edge; it must be measured from the center of the taper to the
shortest part of the taper (where the cut begins). Measuring along one long tapered edge will
result in the sling being too short if the buyer is counting on a certain length.

4. The buyer may have
indicated a preferred
shoulder. If the wrap has
an asymmetrical design, in
which the wrap must be
worn with one edge up,
the piece should be cut so
that the design is right‐side
up on that shoulder. The
following diagram should
be helpful in cutting the
wrap so the orientation is
correct for their
preferences.

Mailing the piece:
Please package the piece carefully:
 The standard procedure is to fold the fabric and seal it in a zip‐top plastic bag; this will protect it
from water and dirt, should the outer envelope be torn in transit. Please do not send pieces
braided; this results in significant wrinkles.
 Please do not use grocery store bags, as they do not provide adequate protection from the
elements.
 I recommend the free Tyvek Priority Mail envelopes available at the post office. The paper flat‐
rate envelopes (FREs) – paperboard or padded – are NOT recommended; the paperboard ones
tear very easily, and the paper padded ones are not much better and are prone to tearing and
puncture damage. I have never had a paper FRE arrive undamaged in some way. The new plastic
padded FREs are fine, but please do not stuff them full – they are very difficult to open in that
case. If you are sending a whole wrap or several pieces, please seal them in zip‐top bags and use
a flat‐rate cardboard box, also available at the post office.
Please address the package as follows:
[Recipient’s name] c/o Jan Heirtzler
Sleeping baby productions
12 Davis Ave
Durham, NH 03824‐1940
* Be sure you have put NH (New Hampshire) and not NC (North Carolina). There is a Durham, NC, but
sending the package there will result in a substantial delay as they forward the package to me.

